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SUMMARY OF VARIOUS ASPECTS RELATED TO MEMBRANE CALIBRATION 

IMPORTANCE OF ACCURATE DA,DB 
Especially in soft soil, it is important to determine DA, DB accurately. Inaccurate DA, DB are virtually the only 

potential source of DMT error (1.1 mm displacement and A, B pressures are practically error free). It is therefore 
worthwhile to concentrate attention on DA, DB. Also, DA, DB are used to correct all A, B of a sounding, so any 
inaccuracy in DA, DB would propagate to all data. 

The importance of accurate DA, DB in soft soils derives from the fact that, in the extreme case of nearly liquid soils, A, 
B are small numbers, just a bit higher than DA, DB. The correction is essentially a difference between similar 
numbers, hence accurate DA, DB are necessary in such soils. (It is reminded that DA is recorded as a positive 
number, though it is a suction). 

DA, DB are, as a rule, measured before and after each sounding. Their average is subsequently used to correct A, Bs. 
Clearly, if the variation is small, the average represents DA, DB reasonably well at all depths. If the variation is 
large, the average may be inadequate at some depths. In fact, in soft soils, the operator can be sure that a sounding 
has been successful only at the end of the test, if, checking DA, DB final, he finds that they are very similar to DA, 
DB initial. 

In turn, to limit the potential variations of DA, DB, they have to be as small as possible (ideally zero). Mechanical 
improvements in the years have reduced DA, DB in current blades to typically 0.15, 0.40 (after exercising to 5 bar). 

Current recommendations (Eurocode '97) fix the following tolerances for DA, DB before testing : DA = 0.05 to 0.30 
bar, DB = 0.05 to 0.80 bar. Higher values are appropriately not permitted, because they would unnecessarily 
increase possible DA, DB variations during the sounding. This is the reason why the "minicalibrators" have a scale 
between 0.30 (suction) to 0.80 bar. Old (before 1990) blades have unfortunately higher DA, DB, and should be 
scrapped. 

The reason of exercising new membranes is to stabilize their DA, DB (who vary most in the first cycles) prior to use in 
soil, thereby reducing their variation during a sounding. Eurocode '97 limits the maximum variation of DA and DB 
before/after sounding, to 0.25bar. 

In medium to stiff soils DA, DB are a small part of A and B, so small inaccuracies in DA, DB have negligible effect. In 
stiff soils one could even correct A and B using typical values of DA, DB (0.15 0.40 bar) rather than the measured 
DA, DB. From the substantial viewpoint the above prescription for DA, DB are too severe for a stiff soil, because 
the results are practically correct anyway. However using laxer tolerances is not advisable because it would induce 
the operator to a bad habit. 

 
SELECTING THE "AVERAGE" DA, DB TO BE USED IN THE CALCULATIONS 
Selecting the average DA, DB is a step deserving the attention of the engineer. Moreover, while performing the 

average, the engineer will become aware of the entity of DA, DB variation during the sounding. 
If the test has been regular (e.g. the membrane has not been overinflated, and the above limits of DA, DB and their 

variations have not been exceeded - as it happens in most cases), the before/after values of DA, DB are so close that 
their arithmetic average is perfectly adequate (even then, however, if there is some number to be rounded, choose 
the average on the low side. E.g. assume 0.14 as the average between 0.16 and 0.13). 

 
INFLUENCE OF UNCERTAINTIES OF DA, DAB ON THE INTERPRETED RESULTS 
For the considerations that follow, the correlations for obtaining Cu and Ed can be rounded to  Cu=1/10 Po , Ed= 34.7 * 

(B-A) -(DA,DB). 
Typical variations of DA during a sounding are in a range from a few KPa to 20 KPa (a limit rarely attained). Note that 

even a relatively high variation of 20 KPa (=uncertainty of 10) translates into an uncertainty in Cu of nearly 1 KPa, 
a very small quantity. 

Typical (DA+DB) variations : from a few KPa to 30 KPa (a limit rarely attained). Note that even a relatively high 
variations of 30 KPa (=uncertainty of 15) translates into an uncertainty in Cu of nearly 5 bar, a quite small quantity. 

In conlusion the resolution, for relatively high Da,DB variations, are 1kPa for Cu, 5 bar for the moduli. A more typical 
resolution is 0.5 kPa for Cu and 3 bar for moduli. 

 
HOW TO SELECT THE "AVERAGE" DA, DB IN CASE OF WIDE VARIATIONS 
If DA or DB vary more than 0.25 bar during a sounding, according to the prescriptions, the results should be discarded 

and the sounding repeated. This is an appropriate clause for a standard. However in many cases the results can be 
salvaged, obtaining very reasonable results, provided DA, DB are chosen with care. Unfortunately then, selecting 
DA, DB becomes subjective, and this is undesirable and should be avoided.  

For any useful purpose this section offers guidance to perform in a judicious way such subjective DA, DB choice. 
First, if the soil is stiff, the results are not much affected by DA, DB. Therefore, if entering the arithmetic DA, DB 

average, the minimum value of Ed in the sounding is say 25 bar, then DA, DB can be confirmed. 
Inaccurate or too variable DA or DB in a soft soil will result in several contradictions. 
For instance it is a contradiction to find, at any given depth, a difference B-A is smaller than DA+DB (all positive 

numbers). E.g. if DA=0.15 and DB=0.40, B-A should not be less than 0.60. In fact the modulus Ed is proportional to 
the difference B-A. Since DA, DB are nothing less than A and B in free air, the distance B-A, when the blade is in 
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the soil can only increase, but not decrease (negative modulus physically meaningless). Hence the above 
circumstance signals some error or in A, B or in DA, DB. 

When reducing the data by computer, normally the program first prints a draft output including the input data and Ed. 
Again, if many negative Ed show up, this means that DA, DB are too high. (This will not happen if the above 
tolerances were respected). As an alternative to discarding the sounding, in many cases the data can still be salvaged 
by modifying DA, DB as follows:    ********To be reworked up to the end of this section********* 

a. Verify if the negative Ed are only a few or many. In the first case check if A, B, at the anomalous depths, were 
entered correctly at some depths. If this is the case, enter the right A, B at those depths. 

b. If a. has not eliminated the Ed negative, and there are still many Ed negative (systematic), DA, DB introduced have 
to be decreased. Then decrease DA,DB keeping in mind the following:  

• Typical values of DA, DB are 0.15, 0.40.  
• Decrease in a balanced (proportional) manner DA,DB 
• Keep reducing DA,DB until all Ed values in the draft output are zero (or maybe 4-7 bar) 

 
Logical average .If something wrong  choose an average reflecting especially the value in the soft part of the profile  
 
WHAT TO DO WHEN DA, DB OF A NEW MEMBRANE ARE (RARELY) OUTSIDE TOLERANCE 
When a new membrane is mounted on a current (after 1990) blade, DA, DB are, as a rule, within tolerance (even before 

exercising), i.e. DA<0.30 bar and DB<0.80 bar. Exercising the membrane further improves the corrections, 
approaching them to the central values of the tolerance (say 0.15,0.40). 

If, after mounting a new membrane, DA>0.30 or DB>1, the likely reasons is that the blade is older than 1990. These 
blades are obsolete should be scrapped. 
NOTE : Old blades, being made of mild stainless steel, are also very vulnerable to damage and bending. Anyway 
DA, DB of a new membrane in an old blade can still be reduced within tolerance by interposing an additional 0.15 
gasket on top of the basic gasket. 

It has been found in recent blades, exceptionally (when the geometrical tolerances combine most unfavorably), 
DA>0.30 or DB>1. In this case the remedy is to use a slightly thicker neoprene gasket (say 0.97 mm rather than the 
usual 0.90 mm) or to add an additional 0.15 mm gasket on top of the basic gasket. This will reduce DA, DB within 
tolerance. 

 
HOW DA, DB CAN GO OUT OF TOLERANCE AND HOW TO AVOID IT 
In practice the only mechanism that can bring DA, DB out of tolerance, during a sounding, is overinflation of the 

membrane (far) beyond the B position. An overinflated membrane requires excessive suction to close (DA generally 
>0.30 bar), and often even DB may be a suction. 

In some cases the soil, pushing repeatedly against an overinflated membrane, sends it back below B. But then DA, DB 
final will be considerably different, in general, from the initial values. 

For accuracy and productivity it is convenient to pay attention to the two causes of membrane overinflation, in order to 
avoid them. 

The first cause is a trivial one, i.e. omitting deflation after the B-signal. This may happen to inexperienced operators, 
but they will learn quickly. 

A more serious reason can be the absence of the B-signal (an electrical malfunctioning). Such absence is due to dirt/ 
grains/ tissue at the points of electrical contact, namely below the sensing disk or at the bases of the small steel 
cylinders. If the absence of B starts suddenly in the middle of a sounding, the operator gets no warning, and finds 
himself in a puzzling situation, since he does not know if the high pressure he is reaching is due to a stronger layer 
or to absence of B-signal. In such cases he can deflate and have a second chance by advancing the tip 10 cm, rather 
than the usual 20 cm, and repeating A,B. Then he will advance the tip 10 cm to follow the right sequence. 

The obvious remedy to absence of B-signal is to keep well clean the electrical contact points. There is no need to do the 
cleaning periodically, but only after a damage allowing dirt inside the blade. 

A recommended check useful for reducing the risk of absence of B reading during a sounding is the following. At the 
beginning of the test (i.e. at calibration), push-pull the syringe i.e. repeat DA, DB 10 or 20 times, to be sure that the 
A-signal and B-signal are sharp. 

 
TYPES OF MEMBRANES AVAILABLE 
This information updates previous information contained in various manuals or papers. 
Since 1990 one type of membrane is by far the mostly frequently used. This type is the "high strength" (or "hard") 

membrane 0.20 mm thick. 
Such choice is a consequence of the improvements introduced in all blades after 1990 in the shape of the "hub" 

receiving the membranes. Such improvements have led to DA, DB, with hard membranes, lower than old blades 
with soft membranes. Thus the combination "new blade + hard membranes" has low DA, DB, and, at the same time, 
substantially increased damage resistance. Therefore the old soft membranes have been abandoned. 

An alternative type of membrane is also available. The material is the same as the "high strength" membranes, but the 
thickness is 0.25 mm, further increasing damage resistance. Since DA, DB are only 15-20% higher than for the 0.20 
thickness, the 0.25 mm membranes could be preferred when testing frequently in hard soils, since the accuracy loss 
is very small. 




